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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone. I’m Trish from the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology and I’m excited to be here today to very quickly give you an overview of some of the GeMS workflows we use.
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Presentation Notes
This figure might look familiar – its from the Alaska GeMS extension. At the MBMG we know a good idea when we see one, so we adopted, then adapted the AK GeMS extension to create our own version….unsurprisingly called MT or Montana GeMS. One of the best things about both MT and AK GeMS is that they focus on modeling geologic features and relationships rather than graphic element display.  This design is diagramed here and highlights three additions in the MT version – a Geochem fc, an extra glossary, and additional lookup tables - I’ll talk more about these in a bit. 



MT GeMS extension

• MT GeMS uses PascalCase for field and fc names
• Uses GeMS required field names

• age_label to Age, map_unit_assoc to MapUnit, etc
• Replaced LocationSourceID and AnalysisSourceID for point fcs
• Replaced PlotAtScale field
• Removed Alaska specific fcs and fields (product_info table, product_id field , etc)
• Added ExistenceConfidence back into MapUnitPoints and MapUnit lines fc

• These changes allow use of GeMS Validation and Editing tools

GeMS AK GeMS

MT GeMS

Is more similar to GeMS …

… but keeps the goodness of AK GeMS …
• Thematic structure and additional fcs (OverlayPolys, StructureLines, CartographicPoints, 

lookup tables, etc)
• Extended fields (Category, LocationConfidence, LocationConfidenceMethod, 

DataSourceMethod, SourceBibRef, etc)
• Domain values and Glossary definitions (cites to AGI Glossary)
• Data Dictionary excel table for “one-stop” explanations and examples
• AK GeMS style file system (with additional symbols and symbol documentation) 

Presenter Notes
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We couldn’t let Alaska have all the fun, so MT made a few adaptations and additions as well. In fact, MT GeMS is slightly more similar to the regular GeMS standard.Most notably, MT GeMS uses PascalCase name convention and also sticks to the GeMS field names. For example, Alaska GeMS uses the field name age_label instead of Age in the DMU. This works well for Alaska because they have their own robust QC and export procedures. As a smaller survey, it was important for us to be able to use the available GeMS tools for editing and validation. So we stuck with the GeMS required field names to make that possible.However, MT GeMS also maintains the goodness of AK GeMS such as the thematic structure and additional feature classes, such as StructureLines.Plus we kept many of the AK GeMS extended fields including Category, LocationConfidence which uses a single word, LocationConfidenceMethod and othersAdditionally, It was a huge boon to adopt the AK GeMS domain lists and glossary values, which pair with the FGDC symbols and cite mostly the AGI Glossary of GeologyOf course you cant have a extension without documentation so MT GeMS also has an extensive data dictionary with explanations and examples. We also maintain our own stylex file that is based off the AK GeMS and FGDC styles. It too has extensive documentation. Hopefully in the next year, we will publish both the MT GeMS data dictionary and style files. Until then if this peaks anyone’s interest, I am happy to share.



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for “standard” map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table

• Added domain values and glossary definitions

• Added symbols and descriptions to MT GeMS style file and symbol documentation

…with a few Montana specific additions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to highlight a few of the Montana specific additions. We added a lookup table for “standard” map unit abbreviations based on age.  To avoid using special characters in the MapUnit field, I assigned the follow plain text “codes” to represent each age. Care was taken to not repeat letters so multiple codes can be combined and later calculated for the Label field. This lookup table is kept in the geodatabase for easy reference.



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes and Glossary Definitions*

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table

• Added domain values and glossary definitions

• Added symbols and descriptions to MT GeMS style file and symbol documentation

…with a few Montana specific additions

* MBMG uses custom script to pull necessary glossary values for final database delivery, including values in non-GeMS fields (Category, 
DataSourceMethod, etc.). MBMG databases have two glossary tables – Glossary (just GeMS field definitions) and GlossaryFull (all values 
used in database).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another lookup table we added contains the FGDC symbol codes and their assigned “default attribute values”. This allows people to create features using only a symbol code and the rest can be field calculated later. All the Glossary definitions are stored in yet another additional table. Having a pre populated Glossary table in the geodatabase makes it easy to create two versions of a glossary table. A “full glossary” table which is built using a custom script to pull the glossary values from all necessary fields in the database – including the MT GeMS additional fields (such as Category).  The regular Glossary table remains and the GeMS validation tools will delete all values that are not included in the GeMS fields. 



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes and Glossary Definitions*

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table

• Added domain values and glossary definitions

• Added symbols and descriptions to MT GeMS style file and symbol documentation

…with a few Montana specific additions

Presenter Notes
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An important addition we made is the GeochemPoints table. I’m excited to be part of the working group and talk more about this. But real quick, MBMG made the decision to not include all of the GeoChem analysis results in the GeochemPoints fc.  This fc serves as a “bridge” to our publicly available Samples database. Therefore, only the GeMS required fields and a few key pieces of information (such a MBMGID, URL and TAS Designation) are included). This prevents replication of information and having to manage two sets of data.



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes and Glossary Definitions*

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table
• Used to populate LocationConfidenceMeters field when LocationConfidenceMethod = “generalized” and 

author inputs or calculates text value into LocationConfidence field (accurate, approximate, inferred)

…with a few Montana specific additions

Presenter Notes
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We added a couple more choices to the LocationConfidence table, particularly for scales that Montana frequently maps at. This lookup table comes in very handy when populating the LocationConfidenceMeters field. Often geologists do not specify a LocationConfidenceMeters. By using this lookup table and the symbol code defaults, an appropriate meters value can be calculated to satisfy GeMS requirements. 



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes and Glossary Definitions*

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table

• Added domain values and glossary definitions, documented in MT GeMS data dictionary

…with a few Montana specific additions

Domains Coded Values tab in MT GeMS data dictionary

Glossary tab in MT GeMS data dictionary

Presenter Notes
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One of the biggest and best things we adopted from AK GeMS was the extensive domain picklists and glossary definitions.  The domain values match the FGDC symbol codes and we were able to use the picklists right away. In the last two years, Montana has added and documented in the Data dictionary additional domain values like these ones for mining features (of course!) and field analysis.



MT GeMS extension

• Lookup table for map unit abbreviations based on age

• Lookup table for FGDC Symbol codes and Glossary Definitions*

• GeochemPoints feature class

• Added more options to location confidence lookup table

• Added domain values and glossary definitions

• Added symbols and descriptions to MT GeMS style file and symbol documentation

…with a few Montana specific additions Compound FGDC tab in MT GeMS 
symbology documentation

Custom Symbols NO FGDC Section tab in MT GeMS symbology documentation

Presenter Notes
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Like Alaska, we maintain a MT GeMS style file and symbol documentation. This is particularly useful when there is not a single FGDC code for the feature being represented. For example, here is a snapshot of the symbol documentation that shows how we use compound symbols for things like reactivated faults and plunging folds. These compound codes combine two single codes into one and avoid using point features to draw line decorations.   For some features, like Geochem points, there is no FGDC code, so we make custom symbols, add them to the style file, then document them in the symbology documentation.  Assigning attribute defaults for custom symbols is particularly useful.



MBMG Single Geologic Map Production Process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Switching gears a bit, I want to give a brief overview of the MBMG Single Geologic Map Production Process. I have simplified our general process from field work to publication in this flowchart and will talk more about the details of each step next.  Of course the process starts with fieldwork  -- collecting new data, and integrating previous mapping or legacy data. Next, field data is imported into a MT GeMS single map geodatabase that uses “temporary feature classes” to create, populate and edit data. Next comes the iterative process of editing, review and quality control. This step often unfolds alongside the Geologic Review and parts of the Cartography process. When the data is created, checked and approved, the final cartography happens and the pdf map, reports, and data can be packaged and delivered to the USGS or uploaded to the MBMG website.



Field Data Collection

• Field Notebooks

• Paper and Mylar

• iPhone and FieldMove Clino
• Collect orientation points, photos and photo points, 

and note points
• Clino allows for upload of georeferenced maps and 

topos from other programs

• Export points as multiple excel 
files and folder of photos

• Note points and orientation 
points added directly into Pro

• Photos are added individually 
as attachments

In the field On return from field

Is there a better way to do this?

Presenter Notes
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For field data collection, our geologists use a variety of tools and methods – field notebooks for detailed notes, paper and mylar for sketch mapping contacts, and iphones to collect point data. Most people use an app called FieldMove Clino. This allows for the collection of orientation points, photos with photo points, and note points.  Fieldmove Clino also allows geologists to upload their own basemaps, such as topos or previous geologic mapping. Orientations are taken using the phone itself instead of a compass.  Upon return from the field, FieldMove Clino will export the points as multiple excel files and a folder of photos.  The note points and orientation points can be added directly to Pro using the XYtoTable tool. The photo workflow is a bit more clunky and involves having to add each photo as an attachment to its associated point. Bizarre number file names make this a time consuming process and we would love to know if there is a better way to add attachments.



Data Production

• Point tables from FieldMove Clino merged with GeMS fc to make “temp” fc 

• Lines and points digitized from mylars or created directly by geologists

• Symbol code defaults allow for default values using template or can be populated later

• Create and Edit ContactsAndFaults and MapUnitPoints, generate temp MapUnitPolys

• Symbol codes refer to MT 
GeMS Symbology style file

• CMYK color codes useful but 
difficult for statewide mapping

Feature Creation

Symbology

Presenter Notes
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Next comes data production. The orientation point table from FieldMove Clino is merged with an empty MT GeMs OrientationPoints featureclass. This creates a “temp” featureclass that contains all of the MT GeMS fields plus the original FieldMove Clino fields. This makes it quite easy to calculate or translate original data into the GeMS fields. When complete, the temp fc can be loaded into the GeMS feature class and the Clino fields will be dropped. This is the same process we use for legacy GeMS conversions. When it comes to creating ContactsAndFaults, how its done depends on the GIS comfort and skills of the geologists. Some people prefer to interpret using paper and mylar and I will digitize once they are finished. Others prefer to interpret and draw their own features using the point tables exported from FieldMove Clino. In both cases, Create Feature templates are used to populate at least the Symbol field.  Default attribute values can be set up in the templates or values can be populated later using the symbol code lookup table.  We hope to better leverage contingent attribute values in the future.   One of the biggest changes we made this year is focusing on creating ContactsAndFaults and MapUnitPoints, then generating temporary polygons as needed for visualization. This has proved to be intuitive for geologists and saved a lot of time fixing polygon topology errors. CMYK color codes are used to identify the color of MapUnitPoints and Polys. This works well because it allows flexibility, but can be problematic for our statewide datasets that have lots of units with legacy colors that are very close together in color percentage. 



Geologic Review

• Topology check – valid errors noted for GeMS submission letter

• Unsplit and Planarize ContactsAndFaults (AK GeMS tool)
• Careful with unsplit
• Planarize can sometimes create very short lines

• Rebuild MapUnitPolys 

• Check attribute values, build Author Review Checklist

• Archive working database, remove empty fcs and temp fcs

• Validate Database (GeMS tool)

• Geologic Names Check (GeMS tool)

• Author final edits

• Final clean up of attributes

• Build and populate two Glossary tables

• Edit project specific metadata

• Validate Database (GeMS tool)

Data Quality and Validation
• Paper map is reviewed and approved prior to or coincident with QC steps 

Before unsplit

After unsplit

Presenter Notes
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I’m afraid I don’t have enough time to talk much about our Geologic Review process, but I urge you to speak to Stuart and Dan if you are interested in more details. I will note that the review process is often preformed before or at the same time as data quality checks. This is a short list of some of the parts of our Data Quality checklist. I have this all fully documented if anyone is interested. Hopefully authors will check topology regularly during the editing process, but its always my first task in the QC process.   I also use a handy AK GeMS script tool called Unsplit and Planarize. The unsplit portion is quite nice for eliminating places where two lines with identical attributes meet at an endpoint. However, exercise caution if you have faults like this. As shown here, when the unsplit occurs, the line direction is sometimes switched which will result in incorrect symbology – the teeth are on the wrong side.  We have been in the habit of planarizing the ContactsAndFaults. This can sometimes create very short line segments, which should be checked because they are often cases where a contact or fault is accidently extended past another contact.  Next, final MapUnitPolys are created from the ContactsAndFaults and MapUnitPoints, then attribute values are checked and I build an Author Review Checklist that can be used to communicate to the author any missing attributes or items that look suspicious. A first run of the Validate Database tool and the Geologic Names Check identifies any missing components that need to be dealt with by the author.  After the final author edits are completed, I run the MT GeMS tools to create the two Glossary tables that I mentioned earlier. Next, project specific metadata is added which isn’t too onerous because our MT GeMS database template contains generic pre populated metadata. A final run of the Validate database tool ensures the data is ready to be packaged for publication and delivery.



Cartography
• Symbolize and Label features

• Export to AIX (character markers as polygons)

• Symbol clean-up and Layout done in Adobe Illustrator by Cartographer

• Drafts approved by author and sent to review, approved by Director

• Final map created from final GIS data

• Publication team creates publication number

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Building the cartographic product – Draft maps are often created as soon as GIS features are properly symbolized and labeled. This allows draft versions to have multiple rounds of edit and review. We are lucky enough to have a full time cartographer who makes the pdf maps in Adobe Illustrator. She receives the symbolized data as an AIX file. Though quick side note – we had some trouble with the newest version of Arc Pro, Adobe Create Cloud and the FGDC font files. I’m curious if anyone else had issues with the fonts and if so, how you dealt with it. Our work around was to select the option to make character marker symbols polygons. Once the final GIS data has been incorporated, the pdf is sent to the director for approval, then the publications team creates a publication number and website page.



• Publication team uploads pdf map, pdf report and appendices to MBMG website

• Publication team uploads pdf map to NGMDB catalog with link to MBMG website

• Package MBMG Data Bundle
• to MBMG website through FTP site

• Package for USGS delivery
• deliver via Connect Portal

Publication
Cartographic products

GIS products

Federal GeMS Submission Package

Checklist
XML Metadata

Shapefiles

Validation Reports
Style file and fonts

Pdf report

MXD or APRX
Transmission letter

NGMDB Connect 
portal

Single Map 
Production
Database

MT GeMS

Federal GeMS Submission Package.zip

STATEMAP Deliverables folder

To 
USGS

Publication Web Page
(public distribution)

“Data Bundle”

Style file and fonts

README

Data Bundle.zip

MasterProjectWorkspace and
FTP Data Site

Single Map 
Production
Database

MT GeMS MXD or APRX

Shapefiles

XML Metadata
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The pdf map and report are Published to the MBMG website first.  The publications team publishes the pdf products to the website and also uploads the pdf map to the NGMDB catalog. Once the publication number is received, the GIS data is packaged into a “Data Bundle” which contains many, but not all, of the pieces required for Statemap Delivery. If it is a Statemap project, a GeMS Submission Package is created and delivered via the Connect portal.  Then we do it all again the next year!



• Updated ContactsAndFaults and MapUnitPolys

• Updated stratigraphic chart and unit descriptions

• Add glacial, gravel and landslide deposits to 100k seamless geologic mapping

• Pilot project of four 100k quads as proof of concept

Ongoing Efforts for Statewide Mapping
Updated 500k Seamless Geology of Montana

Upcoming 100k Surficial Deposits Compilation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One last thing, I want to give a shout out to two very exciting projects. The first is our current project to update the statewide 500k seamless geology of Montana. This includes updates to contacts, faults, and map units, PLUS a new stratigraphic chart and unit descriptions.  And upcoming, we have an initial project that will add glacial, gravel and landslide deposits to four 100k quads in the seamless geology of Montana dataset. If the initial project proves successful, it will be expanded to additional large portions of Montana. That’s it for now. I thank you for your attention and welcome any questions!



GIS Tips and Tricks
GIS education and training
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